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Abstract: Electric vehicles (EV) are the immediate solution to drastically reducing pollutant emissions from the transport sector. There is a continuing increase in the number of EVs in use, but their widespread and massive acceptance by automotive consumers is related to the performance they can deliver. The most important feature here (a hot topic at present in EV research) is related to the possibility of providing a more accurate prediction of range. Range prediction is a complex problem because it depends on a lot of influence factors (internal, external, constant, variables) and the present paper aims to investigate the effect of these factors on the range of EVs. The results and aspects of current worldwide research on this theme are presented through the analysis of the main classes of influence factors: Vehicle design, the driver and the environment. Further, the weight and effect of each potential factor which influences EV range was analyzed by presenting current issues. An exhaustive and comprehensive analysis has made it possible to identify future research and development directions in the EV research field, resulting in massive future and immediate EV penetration in the automotive market.
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1. Introduction

It is now widely accepted that electric vehicles (EV) are the solution for sustainable transport in the future, at least in terms of passenger cars and light transport vehicles. This is due to the zero local emissions feature of the cars, which reduces (and even removes totally in certain areas) the pollutant emissions caused by transport processes inside of large urban agglomerations, also making an essential contribution to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, especially CO$_2$. However, there is still a problem with the energy mix used to power/charge the batteries of an EV. It is a mix that can indirectly lead to a high level of total CO$_2$ emission, caused by the electric energy production process required for the operation/use of an EV [1].

With the accomplishment of numerous studies to increase the competitiveness of EVs over similar vehicles equipped with internal combustion engines (ICE), it has been observed over the last few decades that a growing number of manufacturers have adopted electric propulsion technology (pure electric or hybrid) and have proposed more and more EV models in the automotive market (including passenger cars and also electric buses) [2,3].

However, the technological development relating to the energy source of propulsion for EVs is still far from providing advanced and/or energy-efficient technical and technological solutions, and some immediate issues need to be addressed in this regard [4–8]:

• Costs associated with production and their correlation with the purchasing power of customers;
• Identifying a battery technology that provides the best power/weight capacity ratio, low charging time, high lifecycle, safety in operation (eliminating the risk of self-ignition due to thermal load), reduced production prices;
• Calculation of well-to-wheel emissions, due to the energy mix used in the battery charging process;

The aspects mentioned above are some of the actual barriers to massive penetration of the car market by EVs, but besides these aspects, the perception and attitudes of customers also have a central role. There have been various studies on the perception of clients and users regarding the adoption and acquisition of an EV [9–13]. The main factors considered in the studies performed were:

• Range satisfaction;
• Intention to recommend;
• Purchase intentions;
• Vehicle purchase price;
• Maintenance costs;
• Reduced greenhouse gas emissions;
• Cost of exploitation.

It can be seen from the results obtained from these studies that the issue of autonomy (range) is an important element in the attitudes and perceptions of consumers in the automotive market, mainly due to the level of technical knowledge of the consumers regarding the amount of energy stored in an EVs batteries and the overall energy efficiency of an EV [9,14–16]. It is not surprising that the predictability of the possible distance to be achieved by an EV is directly related (and has a major weight in the perception and attitude of consumers towards the EV) to the vehicle’s energy capacity. The battery is a central element in the construction and operation of the powertrain group of an EV.

Recent research and progress in the technological development of batteries used in the construction of an EV has shown that in past few decades, their energy capacity has increased from 80–100 Wh/kg to 200–250 Wh/kg, with an important drop in the production price of a battery pack from 450–600 USD/kWh to 250–300 USD/kWh [2,6].

Power sources based on lithium-ion (Li-Ion) technology are the most used energy sources in EV construction and are made up of several electrochemical cells. Each electrochemical cell consists of a graphite anode, a lithium oxide cathode and an electrolyte (based on lithium salt and an organic solvent). Lithium is a rational choice for the construction of an electrochemical cell due to its many functional advantages. Its electrode has high potential (−3.04 V), resulting in a high operating voltage (which influences both the power and energy stored in the electrochemical cell; specific energy 90–240 Wh/kg [200–500 Wh/L] on cell level), high discharge rate (up to 40 °C), fast charging capable, low self-discharge rate (<5% per month, depending on storage/rest temperature), no memory effect, no reconditioning needed and tolerates micro-cycles.

Generally, for automotive applications, a lithium-ion battery pack needs to be made up of tens and thousands of individual cells packed together in several modules to provide the voltage, energy, and power required to operate the vehicle at the required parameters.

It should be noted, however, that there are a number of standard minimum requirements for lithium-ion batteries used as an energy source for EVs:

• High lifetime (8–15 years);
• Cycle life (2000–5000 @ 80% DOD—depth of discharge);
• Operating/exploitation effectively at a temperature range between −20 °C and 60 °C;
• Resistance to vibration effects (caused by the vehicle-road interaction and by the EV’s powertrain).

It is considered that the implementation of a general and reliable method to estimate the electric energy available in the battery pack of an EV as accurately as possible, also correctly predicting EV autonomy, can alleviate the driver’s range of anxiety and improve driving safety [17].
Through the study of the scientific literature, the authors have not found a work that presents in totality the integration and magnitude of the factors (majors and minors) that can influence the EV range prediction in a single mathematical model. This paper aims to make a comprehensive review of the problems raised by the prediction of the autonomy of electric vehicles (EV), the research carried out so far on the predictability of the range/autonomy that can be traveled by an EV, the interference between different factors influencing the current research results and directions, as well as issuing conclusions that will provide indications on future directions to solve the current issues related to this topic.

2. Influence Factors on Range Prediction

2.1. General Considerations

The prediction of possible EV range generally depends on three major classes of influence factors: Vehicle design, driver and exploitation environment (Figure 1). Research on this topic shows that each of these classes depends on the variation of direct or indirect parameters [17–20]. Some of the parameters have a constant value (e.g., vehicle type, transmission type, number of seats, mass, weight, battery type, road infrastructure, availability of battery charging infrastructure, loading time, etc.) and other parameters are variable (battery state of charge—SOC, battery state of health—SOH, driver behavior [21], traffic flow [22]. EV dynamic performance, battery management system (BMS), external weather/environmental factors [23], interior of the cabin, etc.), all of them influencing the EV’s range performance (Figure 2). However, most of the work in the field that studies and deals with these issues is directly related to the linear estimation of the maximum that can be achieved by an electric vehicle based on real-time SOC battery estimation [24].

![Figure 1. Classes of factors that influence an electric vehicle’s (EV’s) range.](image_url)

2.2. Electric Vehicle

2.2.1. Vehicle Design

The influence of the construction/design of an electric vehicle on the overall energy efficiency of an EV is directly related to a multitude of factors, factors that are required by general laws and regulations as well as by the specific requirements of consumers from the automotive market. Generally, these are the overall dimensions, passenger capacity, body type, volumetric luggage capacity, rolling train, specific front area, tire type and shape, type of HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning) system, etc. The design and subsequent construction of an electric vehicle starts from physical relations in accordance with Newton’s second law of motion, by considering all forces acting on the vehicle in motion (Figure 3).
where \( m \) is the mass of the vehicle, \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration, \( \rho_a \) is the air density, \( C_d \) is the drag coefficient, \( A \) is the vehicle’s frontal area, \( v \) is the speed, \( v_w \) is the frontal wind speed and \( c_r \) is the rolling resistance coefficient.

The necessary power delivered by an engine such that the vehicle maintains a desired acceleration and speed is given by the following equation:

\[
P_e = \frac{1}{\eta_{eng}} \cdot F_t \cdot v \tag{2}
\]

where \( P_e \) is the engine power and \( \eta_{eng} \) is the engine (powertrain unit/group) efficiency.

It is noticed that starting from this initial physical relationship, the sizing and selection process of a battery pack and the electric powertrain group that will later equip an electric vehicle is directly related to the characteristic design parameters of the electric vehicle. It should also be mentioned that the body shape of an electric vehicle influences air drag resistance through the specific front area (generally with major influence for speeds higher than 36 km/h [25]), which implies the necessity of creation for a body that has a low aerodynamic coefficient. The current tendency of major manufacturers in the automotive industry is to adapt an already existing body shape to an electric powertrain, meaning that the aerodynamic coefficient is not significantly improved. However,
given that certain EV models will be (are) designed for urban pre-use, this can be neglected, because in most urban agglomerations, the average speed (traffic) is well below 36 km/h (Table 1).

Table 1. Average traffic speed of traffic in urban agglomerations [26].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Average Traffic Speed (km/h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seoul</td>
<td>22.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokyo</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copenhagen</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Delhi</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the power calculation required to be developed by the powertrain unit of an EV, there is a feature of the operation of an EV which allows the generation of energy during the braking or deceleration process (due to particularities of the electric powertrain), providing energy to be directed and used for partial charging of the battery pack. This is known as the regenerative braking process [19,27]. The energy balance of a battery pack is given by Equation (3):

$$ P_{bp} = k \cdot \eta_t \cdot \eta_{em} \cdot P_t + P_{aux}, \quad (3) $$

where $P_t$ is the mechanical tractive power at the wheels, $P_{bp}$ is battery pack’s electrical power, $\eta_t$ is the transmission efficiency, $\eta_{em}$ is the electric motor efficiency, $P_{aux}$ is the cumulative power of the auxiliary equipment and $k$ represents the energy reconversion factor.

The regenerative process caused by the brake and/or deceleration process of the vehicle is obtained for the condition $P_t \leq 0$.

To define regenerative braking energy efficiency, an energy reconversion factor ($k$) is used, which can be represented by a function dependent on the vehicle’s acceleration ($a$) (Equation (4)) or speed ($v$) (Equation (5)), thus [27,28]:

$$ k = \begin{cases} 
(e^{0.0411 \frac{a}{a}})^{-1} & a < 0 \text{ m/s}^2 \\
0 & a \geq 0 \text{ m/s}^2 
\end{cases} \quad (4) $$

$$ k = \begin{cases} 
0.5 \cdot v & v < 5 \text{ m/s} \\
0.5 + 0.015(v - 5) & v \geq 5 \text{ m/s} 
\end{cases} \quad (5) $$

The method of estimating the $k$ factor by considering the EV’s acceleration/deceleration regime (Equation (4)) is a more accurate method, because it directly considers the deceleration effect of the vehicle at the moment of braking (and the automatic start of the energy regeneration system).

However, in practice, it is more challenging to obtain instantaneous data of a vehicle’s acceleration, and it is, therefore, preferable to use a method that considers the EV’s speed in calculating the efficiency of the energy regeneration process (Equation (5)). The information on the current speed of the EV can be obtained easily from the data provided by the control and command systems of the EV (on-board computer).

It should be noted that both previously presented estimation methods of $k$ factor are empirical methods based on the analysis of data obtained from experiments on particular types of EV (e.g., the Nissan Leaf and Chevy Volt [28]) and do not offer a generalized application of an EV range prediction model for any constructive type of EV.

However, under the actual operating conditions of an EV, there are two major factors that influence the power requirement to ensure that the vehicle has a constant speed on the road, namely: The total weight of the passengers (the number of passengers transported varies the total weight of the vehicle)
and the optimum pressure in tire (which influences the vehicle’s rolling resistance). Research studies have shown that an important parameter of EVs that directly affects the range characteristics is their weight [20,28–30], but these studies focused mainly on the effect of battery pack weight (depending on the technologies used in the electrochemical cell construction) and the type and complexity of the BMS and BTM (battery thermal management) systems. Future studies should also consider the fact that a load of 5 passengers on the electric vehicle leads to an increase of approximately 15–25% in its total mass. Consequently, by extrapolation, it can be said that the increase in the number of passengers transported (and implicitly the total mass of the electric vehicle) increases the EV’s energy consumption.

Also, by matching with studies conducted on ICE-equipped vehicles, maintaining optimal tire pressure can result in a saving in fuel consumption (and sequentially the energy needed for traction) of up to 10.08% (for a speed of 40 mph) [31]. Therefore, for this reason, these two major factors must also be considered in the development of specific tools to evaluate an EV’s prediction of range.

2.2.2. Battery Management System

The battery management system (BMS) is designed and used to manage all control and command operations of the battery pack and energy transfer from the battery pack to the powertrain by [31]:

- Battery charging and discharge control based on the energy demand of the powertrain and the available energy load;
- Protection of electrochemical cells against over-charging and/or over-discharging phenomena;
- Monitoring and balancing electrochemical cell voltage;
- Equalization of charging between battery cells;
- Monitoring the input and output voltage and current;
- Monitoring and controlling the battery temperature;
- Control and command of electrical and electronic systems;
- Diagnose, evaluate and display faults and malfunctions.

In terms of internal organization, a BMS system is formed by a hardware module (consisting of sensors and actuators, thermal management elements, protection circuits, communication network etc.) and a software module (with models for the prediction, estimation and calculation of SOC, SOH, cell balancing and fault detection) [32].

The IT (information technology) solutions implemented in the BMS function control the operation of the hardware elements/subsystems and estimate the operational state of the battery cells. Balancing control of the cell load/discharge, actuators’ control and safety circuitry are performed by the BMS’s implemented software. The specific software implemented within a BMS system also performs data analysis for the continuous process control and update of battery functions, in order to estimate the in-service (currently operational) status (which is a key factor for successful battery operation), permanently helping to identify possible failures.

The assessment of the functional state of the battery is performed mainly by analyzing two basic parameters: The battery charge level (SOC) and the internal degradation level of the cells (SOH). The SOC parameter is calculated using information about the voltage, current and operating temperature, and the SOH parameter is calculated based on the degradation of the electrochemical process performance in the battery cells (which reduces the charging/discharging capacity and available energy). Because the battery discharge and charge processes involve complex chemical and physical processes, it is not an easy task to estimate the value of the SOH parameter accurately. The calculation process of SOC and SOH is done using different mathematical models and algorithms: Conventional, non-linear, hybrid, neural networks, fuzzy logic, etc. [32].

Currently, there have been multiple studies and attempts to develop and implement different methods to estimate/calculate SOC, and generally, they can be classified into five major categories (Figure 4):
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• Adaptive filter algorithm (AFA);
• Learning algorithm (LA);
• Non-linear observer (NO);
• Hybrid methods (HM).

The prediction of range for an EV directly depends on the accuracy of the SOC prediction. This is because it provides primary information about the amount of available energy to be used by the EV’s powertrain. Therefore, the accuracy of prediction (the magnitude of prediction errors) is an important factor in choosing and implementing a SOC estimation method within an EV’s systems.

By comparison, the advantages and disadvantages, along with the prediction errors of the main SOC estimation/calculation methods are presented in Table 2.

Figure 4. State of charge (SOC) estimation methods.

2.3. Driver

The influence of drivers on the energy efficiency of operating an EV in real traffic conditions can be delimited in two major ways. First, the energy efficiency of an EV depends on how it is exploited, by the so-called “driver aggressiveness”. Driver aggressiveness mainly refers to how the acceleration pedal is operated (vehicle acceleration variation/gradient) and research by [20] has found that an EV’s range is not influenced only by design parameters, but also influence of the driver. Simulations have been carried out using real driving cycles to determine how these factors influence the range of EVs.

Four acceleration cases were taking into consideration for comparison, the initial condition being the on-going departure of the vehicle until it reached 50 km/h after 10, 15, 26 and 36 s. In terms of the energy consumed, there was a difference between the fastest and slowest acceleration by approximately 4% at the EV’s considered weight of 1000 kg, and 2.7% at the EV’s considered weight of 1500 kg.

Secondly, it is the human factor (psychological factor) of the driver through the existence of the psychological perception of distances that can be achieved by an EV (range anxiety) [33]. It has been shown that range and range of anxiety are closely related concepts and users actively avoid critical range situations by reserving a substantial range of safety buffers (on average only about 80% of their actual range available). The results obtained by researchers [16] indicate that experienced EV drivers have significantly less negative range ratings and lower range stress than inexperienced EV drivers. Therefore, driving the experience of the EV driver seems to have a direct effect on range anxiety at the cognitive, emotional, and behavioral levels.
Table 2. General methods for SOC estimation [32].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of SOC Estimation Method</th>
<th>Estimation Average Error</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional Methods (CM)</td>
<td>±2–8%</td>
<td>Simple, easy-to-use, high-precision method and consumes few hardware and software resources (relatively low costs to implement).</td>
<td>Difficulties in determining the initial state of SOC in time (the internal resistance of the battery undergoes changes over time due to specific chemical processes).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive Filter Algorithm (AFA)</td>
<td>±1–4%</td>
<td>Good estimation by eliminating “noise” caused by external factors of the system that defines the energy source. Good accuracy achieved in low time.</td>
<td>Using complex mathematical calculations that offer the possibility of errors due to particularities of used algorithms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Algorithm (LA)</td>
<td>±2–5%</td>
<td>High accuracy in estimation of battery energetic capacity by considering as parameters: SOC, SOH and working temperature. Can be applied to batteries operating under non-linear conditions of energetic processes.</td>
<td>Requires a good choice and programming of the controller, with limitations due to the use of the specific matrix to reduce/eliminate errors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-linear Observer (NLO)</td>
<td>±1–4%</td>
<td>Good, reliable and fast estimate of SOC.</td>
<td>Requires a choice and programming of the controller, with limitations due to the use of the specific matrix to reduce/eliminate errors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid Methods (HM)</td>
<td>±1–8%</td>
<td>Relatively accurate and stable estimate of SOC obtained with relatively low implementation costs.</td>
<td>Errors in estimation of the SOC marginal values, due to the correlation and implementation of several/different SOC estimation methods.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other direct factors of influence (with a minor impact on the energy consumption/energy efficiency of the EV’s battery pack) of the driver’s behavior on the energy efficiency of an EV are those related to how the driver uses the vehicle in different traffic conditions. This involves proper use of regenerative braking, aggressiveness in traffic, specific trip pattern and the use of auxiliary equipment in the electric vehicle (air conditioning, open windows, use of lights, entertainment systems, etc.).

Taking into account that the behavior of the driver is determined in particular by the individual psychological reactions specific to each individual, it is difficult to create specific algorithms that accurately determine the influence of these factors on an EV’s prediction of range. However, based on the data on this issue that can be collected and stored, there is a possibility that it can be predicted (and considered) for example, by the driver’s pattern of starts or acceleration processes in different traffic/road conditions.

2.4. Environment

The range of an EV is directly influenced by the external environment (outside ambient temperature, precipitation, wind, etc.) as well as by the internal environment (temperature in the passenger compartment, use of auxiliary systems and electric consumers, etc.). Also, the existence of minimal thermal comfort in the operation of an EV is a major condition for rapid and massive acceptance of this technology by customers, and in terms of this, it is necessary that EVs are equipped with HVAC systems. The total thermal load of an EV is the sum of the thermal loads due to the environment (inner and outer) in which it is operated (Figure 5). The mathematical formulation of the thermal loads of a vehicle, according to Figure 5, can be expressed as:
The effect of the HVAC system on EV’s range, in the condition of variable \( Q \) vs. weight, ease of use and safety are perceived as barriers to the use of an EV by the consumer. Studies have shown that climate control loads \( (Q_{AC}) \) will cause significant range reduction in both winter and summer. Under different simulation conditions, the cooling load in summer will cause a 17.2–37.1% range reduction, and in winter the heating load will cause a range reduction of 17.1–54.0% [34]. The effect of the HVAC system on EV’s range, in the condition of variable ambient temperature, was investigated in the case of a Nissan Leaf [35]. Using experimental data, the authors conducted simulations for different driving cycles (NEDC—New European Driving Cycle, FUDS—Federal Urban Driving Schedule and SFUDS—Simplified Federal Urban Driving Schedule) considering extra urban, rural, and motorway driving profiles. The obtained results showed that the EV’s range exceeds 150 km for an ambient temperature of 20 °C, while it reduces to 85 km at 0 °C and 60 km at −15 °C.

High values of range reduction due to this factor need to be considered in the development of predictive tools, along with the need to develop research in this direction (e.g., the use of heat pumps, the correlation of the BTM (battery thermal management) system with the HVAC system in the vehicle, the use of TEG (thermo electric generator)-based heat recovery systems and transformation into electric power, capable of being stored in supercapacitors, etc.). It is also possible to consider the possibility of using energy-independent auxiliary equipment from the EV energy source for the HVAC system of the vehicle. For this purpose, an independently fueled air heating system can be used for heating. However, the required performances of the HVAC system regarding the energy efficiency of the system vs. weight, ease of use and safety are perceived as barriers to the use of an EV by the consumer.

The external environment has a direct influence on the BTM of the battery pack by direct thermal loading (through its own operation) or indirectly (from other sources of heat through radiation). The heat generated by a running battery is directly proportional to the energy demand required by the powertrain group at a specific time. The higher the demand for energy, the higher the power delivered, and consequently the higher the temperature inside the battery pack. The overall conclusion that has been reached is that a limitation of the operating temperature of a battery pack is necessary and leads to an increased lifetime [24].
The cell’s solid electrolyte interface (SEI) layer formation is a necessary part of the initialization process of the battery during the first charging cycles. The SEI layer protects the electrolyte material from further depletion and protects the charged anode from corrosion (the anode material reacts with the electrolyte material) [36]. Unfortunately, due to irreversible side reactions during the cell’s cycling process, SEI layer growth will occur at the anode, being a major cause of fading battery capacity and power loss over time [37]. The SEI modification/growth reduces battery life (an aging process of the materials used) through the rapid increase in cell impedance, with growing contribution from charge transfer and SEI to the total cell’s resistance [38]. It is also considered that a battery’s fading capacity is accelerated at elevated temperatures (>60 °C), due to enhanced decomposition of the electrolyte solution, a growth of a solid electrolyte interface and also the non-uniformity of the SEI layer [39].

In those conditions, a problem arises regarding when the optimum moment is to charge an EVs battery, taking into consideration the climatic conditions (ambient temperature). It has been demonstrated for low ambient temperatures that the charge-transfer resistance significantly increases. Another major effect that appears is lithium plating. The polarization of anodes caused by low (cold) temperatures would slow down the Li-Ion intercalation process into the anodes during battery charging (aggregated lithium ions are deposited on the surface of the electrodes, causing a reduction in battery performance. Thus, the process of charging a battery is much more difficult if it is done at low temperatures (mainly due to the slow diffusion of lithium ions within electrodes) [40,41].

The effect of exposure to high temperatures on the battery cell’s components is pregnant on two main cell components: The cathode and the current collector. The cathode is the transit center for both Li+ ions and electrons, and these materials are susceptible to undesirable phase transitions. Possible parasitic reactions at the electrode-electrolyte interface in deep-charged conditions can destabilize the cathode’s structure. Exposing cells to high temperatures increases the extent of metal dissolution and oxygen evolution (processes which are generally irreversible), leading to performance degradation (loss of active mass) and instability in the structural composition. When copper is used as a material for the current collector, it is susceptible to oxidation by impurities in the electrolyte (a process accelerated beyond 50 °C), both by enhanced kinetics and the decay of LiPF6 into HF57 (the loss of passivation properties due to cracking and dissolution of its current collector components) [42]. A possible problem using aluminum as an anode current collector at elevated temperatures is the loss of passivation properties due to the cracking and dissolution of components [42].

For the issues presented above, the BTM system must ensure that the temperature inside the battery pack does not exceed certain limits in order to maintain the structural integrity of the electrochemical cells to be able to provide the maximum amount of energy demanded by the immediate operating conditions of the EV.

The construction and operation of the BTM system is achieved by two cooling methods: Passive and active. The active cooling method most efficient but increases the total mass of the battery pack. For the passive cooling method, the BTM system does not consume electric energy (maintaining the temperature inside the battery pack is achieved by transferring heat to the external air-to-air environment via a radiator). In the case of active cooling systems, additional components (electric consumers) are needed to achieve transfer of heat generated by battery pack operation to the outside environment (ventilation and/or liquid cooling systems).

The BTM system plays an important role in the behavior of Li-Ion based batteries, and studies on this issue have shown that the battery’s energy capacity is proportional to the ambient temperature (Figure 6) [43]. The effects of temperature on the electrochemical cells that form a “battery pack” have been studied and presented in numerous scientific papers [24,44].
For example, there is a dramatic decrease in the energy capacity of LiPF₆ batteries when the temperature reaches below −20 °C (phenomena that increases the electrochemical cell’s internal resistance [45–47]), but also under the operating conditions of high battery pack temperatures (60–80 °C), reducing the life of the battery and increasing the risk of the so-called “catastrophic failure”. Thus, for reasons of safe operation and the optimal power performance of the Li-ion type battery, the battery should operate inside a thermal safety zone. Experiments have shown, for example, that for a battery charging process, the BMS system has to maintain a temperature range between 15–50 °C to increase the life cycle of the battery (Figure 7) [48].

![Figure 6. Influence of temperature on the energy performance of different types of batteries [43].](image1)

![Figure 7. Effects of the charging process characteristics over battery life and temperature [24].](image2)
The operating temperature of a battery (also related to the ambient temperature in which the EV is used) has a direct influence on another parameter considered as an operating factor for EVs: The SOH. When a battery pack deteriorates to a certain level, it is no longer efficient and economical to be used in EVs [49], that is why an accurate SOH estimation (a parameter that can reflect the aging level and health condition of the batteries) is essential to be also implemented for a safe and high-efficiency operation of EVs [50–52].

Degradation of battery consists mainly in irreversible capacity loss (capacity fade) and increase in cell impedance both due to fatigue caused by cell operation (operational cycles), as well as aging phenomena occurring at storage [53]. Aging during storage (or rest for a long period of time) has a negative influence on some electrochemical parameters such as capacity loss, impedance rise, potential change, state of charge (SOC) and state of health (SOH) [54].

An important issue is also the way the battery is charged (the charging process). A fast battery charging process takes place over a relatively short time, but with the significant effect of an increased thermal load on the cells (with the negative effects shown above). At higher SOCs and an elevated temperature, the SEI layer becomes unstable and can cause a severe reduction in battery performance (especially in output power). At the same time, a slow battery charging process reduces the thermal effect on cells, increasing battery life and equalizing the electrical potential of the cells (through the BMS system). In the opinion of the authors, a future integrated EV energy management system must take into account the geographic position of the vehicle and climatic information (as the ambient temperature can influence the charge pattern and efficiency). If an EV is used in the urban environment, then the driver will be informed about the need for recharging based on the daily EV user profile. In this case, the charging process can be slow. If the vehicle is operated over longer distances, outside of the urban environment, then the most efficient solution (from the point of view of user comfort) is the use of a fast charging station. Future studies should be carried out to determine whether a charging process at low ambient temperature must be done only when the battery internal temperature does not drop below 20–25 °C (alternatively, studies on the identification of an optimally differential temperature range) in order to increase the life span of EV batteries.

3. Methods and Approaches for EV Range Prediction

The estimation of EV autonomy is known as a range prediction problem. Accurate range prediction provides confidence in using the vehicle and is more important information for the end user than information about the SOC parameter. However, the issue of range prediction is a much more complex and challenging problem in comparison with SOC estimation/approximation. It aggregates, besides SOC, many other independent parameters (which are presented in previous chapters) in different mathematical models. As the use of mathematical models can lead to errors in estimating values at the end, we will present and analyze some of the methods and current studies in predicting EV range, focusing on two main points of interest: Parameterization of driver behavior and a methodology combining multiple factors in a single model.

3.1. Methods for Parametrization of Driver Behavior

One way to tackle driver behavior is to use a discretization scheme, where drivers are classified into different efficiency levels. In other words, levels of deviation from an “ideal” driver are introduced [55,56]. There are 10 levels which imply a 0% to 60% range reduction. If a driver according to their trip history is categorized into level 10, then the range prediction is reduced by 60%. The category is based on driving style (e.g., velocity and acceleration) and preferences of using of an HVAC system. In our vision, such a discrete parametrization is not a proper way to model a driver behavior in real EV exploitation cases. In addition, the driver category is kept constant and is not considered to be a time-dependent variable (there may be different traffic and environment conditions that can alter the “aggressiveness” of the driver).
Another approach is to use a data-driven method to model certain driver’s behavior. The authors of [57] learned personalized route preferences directly from the observed users’ driving behaviors, using an inverse reinforcement learning technique [58]. As a result, the proposed model can predict routes according to driver preferences. Unfortunately, it does not predict the impact of HVAC system usage by the driver. However, this approach introduces a probabilistic map for possible destinations. For each destination point, the probability of reaching it is provided. In order to obtain such a map, the SOC parameter and EV’s energy consumption are considered as random variables.

Data-driven methods have shown good accuracy of prediction and straightforwardness for usage. A data-driven energy consumption prediction method for EVs (used for the energy-efficient routing issue) was developed [59]. A feature of the model is that it makes it possible to distinguish between different energy consumption influencing factors (road characteristics, weather, altitude differences, etc.), making this approach suited for energy consumption prediction for any given road. It consists of a cascade of a neural network (NN) and a multiple linear regression (MLR) model. The MLR model is used to estimate the energy consumption (given several predictor variables), while the NN predicts the unknown predictor variables (inputs) of the MLR model. As obtained results, the proposed model predicts the energy consumption with a mean absolute error of 12–14% of the average trip energy consumption (of which 7–9% is caused by the energy consumption estimation of the MLR model).

There are also methods used to model the effects of the driver’s behavior on the efficiency of EV use, considering a relatively small amount of experimental data (in contrast with the data-driven methods shown above). An approach to this can be found in the results obtained relating to the influence of driver behavior on reducing fuel consumption for an ICE vehicle, by developing and applying a control-based driving style model [60]. A semi-learning method was used to optimize the driver style-specific parameters, using the simplex method. The key feature of the model is that it is proposed to be a driving style model for representing three different styles: Dynamic or aggressive driving (high acceleration and sudden braking with almost no anticipation), eco driving (driving with sufficient anticipation to avoid unnecessary acceleration and braking) and normal driving (an intermediate driving condition, considering driver aggressiveness as the main driver of effective vehicle use). The results obtained by simulation of the proposed model were validated experimentally, and the predicted errors were between $-2.76\%$ and $2.43\%$ for the highway and between $-8.82\%$ and $0.43\%$ for urban use, respectively. The researchers also showed that the model could be further improved to take account of the braking process, which is important for an EV due to the energy production by the regenerative braking process. By analogy, using the same above presented algorithm, a driver model can be developed to be implemented effectively in an EV energy management/range prediction system.

3.2. Methods to Combine Multiple Factors in a Single Model

One way to handle multiple factors simultaneously is to assign them to a discrete road segment (a simple split of a road network/alleged route). Typically, such a discretization process is used in Google Maps. The road network then can be represented as a graph. Each road segment (graph edges) is assigned specific attributes, and for the range prediction problem, the attributes are the direct factors that influence an EV’s range, such as traffic intensity, air temperature, climbing or descending angle, etc. To perform computations efficiently, an algorithm to work with large-scale road networks was developed [61]. Further, other authors extended the algorithm to handle negative cycle costs caused by the recuperation of energy, specific to EV exploitation conditions [62]. For each considered road segment, the authors defined a cost function $f(\text{arc})$, which is equal to the amount of energy necessary to travel the road segment $\text{arc}$. The sum of costs along the path is equal to the total amount of energy required to reach the destination. Unfortunately, this method does not take into account driver behavior, which makes it significantly less practical in many cases. However, the graph
representation is efficient and commonly used to deal with road network related problems, such as mapping and route planning [61,63].

A model-based approach for range prediction (the RDR model—remaining driving range) was developed by combining a particle filter with Markov chains [64]. The range prediction is represented as a probability distribution function, approximated by a set of weighted particles. The model includes only detailed models of the battery, the electric powertrain and the vehicle dynamics, and considers different sources of uncertainty, such as variability of the driving profile, measurement noise and errors in the estimation of the battery state. The validation of the model was carried out through simulation, and the authors state that the proposed approach predicts the EV’s residual range with acceptable accuracy and computational effort.

A fuzzy c-mean clustering algorithm was developed and presented in detail to predict the battery SOF (state of function) [65]. The SOF parameter indicates the power output capability of the battery and the capability to transfer to an electric powertrain group. The SOF parameter is closely related to SOC of the battery and can be considered an indirect parameter for the range prediction issue. The fuzzy prediction method was optimized by the fuzzy c-mean (FCM) algorithm using the three variables as inputs (SOC, SOH and charge-discharge rate). The average error of estimation was approximately 8.69% and authors conclude that the prediction algorithm has the advantages of being easy to implement, with a fast response and offering possibilities for future improvement.

4. Discussion

The prediction range of an EV is currently based (in most cases) on SOC estimation of the battery pack, a prediction that can display in real time EV autonomy. The errors that occur in the estimation of SOC by current methods are relatively small (1–8%), while errors in the distance traveled represent approximately 2–20 km (for an average range of an EV of 250 km) (Figure 8).

If more influence factors are taken into account in the complex mathematical models, the error predictions rise and vary from 12 to 15%, translating to a distance of approximately 40 km. These values are currently relatively large and could decide the possibility of reaching the destination or not. For a “safe” drive, due to the multitude of factors (direct or indirect) encountered in exploitation that may affect EV’s range, it is necessary to develop more accurate mathematical methods and models that will inform the user in real time the EV’s “geographic range”, along with the continuous calculation of the possibilities to reach the intended destination (depending on the available charging infrastructure on the route the user wants to follow).

From an EV user’s point of view, driver range anxiety can be reduced in the following major ways:

- The familiarity of the driver with the type and technical characteristics of the EV that it exploits for efficient energy usage.
- Creation of visual instruments (e.g., on-board maps) that delineate the area that can be covered by the electric vehicle (for example, the green area could be the potential area covered from existent battery pack energy, the yellow area possibly could cover the possible area of travel by taking measures related to adjusting driving behavior, while red area could indicate areas where there is not enough hardware/software resources to facilitate reaching the desired destination) [26]. Information that is calculated/determined can be visually displayed to the driver by means of specific instruments of the dashboard or on the entertainment system’s display), or even on smartphone devices, which will be easily perceived and analyzed by any EV user and will eliminate “range anxiety”.
- Besides interactive maps, if the destination point is known, a desirable solution should suggest an energy-efficient route and show available areas around the destination. Moreover, in case after reaching the destination the range is less than the distance to the closest charging point, the system should warn the driver about this issue and build a new route with a stop at a charging station.
As a future evolution of ideas on modeling driver behavior, a proposal would be to separate the driver’s driving influence from the driver’s preference to use HVAC (or other EV auxiliary energy-consuming systems) during the trip. The idea behind this statement is that these two EV exploitation conditions are relatively independent. The use of the HVAC system depends mainly on the weather conditions and the driver’s personal comfort. Driving style (e.g., the rate of acceleration and the speed of the vehicle) depends mainly on the road, traffic and other conditional characteristics mentioned in previous chapters. This may also be the reason why many researchers focus only on researching one of these issues. Studies that consider the driver’s complex behavior (from the perspective of the above) in a model do not provide excellent results. The advantage of separating these issues and the independent approach to this is given by the flexibility of the development process as well as the exploitation process.

However, in circumstances where it is necessary to increase the accuracy of predicting EV range, it can be considered that the solutions coming from the field of artificial intelligence are best suited for the complex modeling of parameters which define driver behavior. The immediate benefit of this is that there are no quantitative and qualitative requirements for the existing parameterizations and machine learning (ML) techniques can vary the number and properties of parameters to achieve better data matching with a reduction of errors in the final result.

5. Conclusions

There are currently many studies on the prediction of range for the efficient use of EVs. However, it can be observed that most of these studies were carried out by analyzing a single factor that influences EV range. Special importance is given to the range prediction by SOC estimation, and very few studies have been carried out with an aim to integrate (complex integration) the influences of all factors that determine an EV’s range (driver behavior and environment) within a single mathematical model. Future research should solve the optimal integration of EV hardware and software systems by creating and deploying complex range prediction tools based on advanced software solutions (for example, artificial intelligence-based solutions). These software solutions must consider all the factors (emphasizes the present work) involved and integrate the magnitude of their effect on EV range prediction, according to the momentary conditions of EV use/operation.

Additionally, it is necessary to correlate the battery pack thermal load with the EV’s global thermal load to ensure the minimum required thermal comfort. This involves, besides the use of sensor systems, providing the most accurate data and the need for the common integration of BTM system(s) with the EV’s HVAC system. Research should be maintained and continued to find solutions for improving the energy efficiency of HVAC systems, considering the major influence they can have on an EV’s range and
consumer perceptions. All issues and challenges presented in this article are necessary to be achieved in the near future, in order to counteract the “negative” characteristics of EVs compared to those of ICE vehicles, such as autonomy, stop time to battery charging, charging station density, fast charging technologies without a negative effect on the battery’s life and time-performance, new technologies and/or new approaches for producing more energy efficient batteries, etc. The development and integration of such a complex model must also take into consideration the costs, which is one of the main barriers for rapid and massive EV penetration in the automotive market.
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